Badges are both a legal necessity and a hassle. They are yet another thing that you have to remember to have on you at all job sites. If they are misplaced, it can be weeks before a new badge can be ordered and shipped not to mention the cost of reissuing.

ShowMYBadge is the simple solution that eliminates all of these issues. Now you can bring up your badge on any mobile device that has an active connection to the Internet. If you don’t have your phone, you can simply borrow one from a co-worker and instantly access your state-approved license.

Now APPROVED for BASA and FASA licensing in Florida!

A simple process...

1. Create an Account
   A simple profile with your email and password

2. Upload Your Photo
   Choose from stored photos or use your camera to take the shot

3. Order the Badge
   Order the badge for which you have met the mandated requirements

4. Launch and Complete
   Complete the badge information including license numbers and agents where prompted